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Why does it matter?

 Why order tests if the results do not make any difference to clinical/treatment 
decisions? [“intention to test is intention to treat”]

 Test results will have an impact on patient outcomes, provided they correctly 
guide clinical and treatment decisions made by physicians

 Not easy to study: if all doctors followed sound evidence-based guidelines 
on disease management, then testing MUST clearly influence treatment 
decisions and there is no need to study it!

 Reality: “empiric” management of syndromes in the absence of any diagnostic 
confirmation

 If medical practice is mostly non-evidence based, then there can be no real 
connection between testing and outcomes!



Fig 2 Simplified test-treatment pathway showing each component of a patient’s management 
that can affect health outcomes

Ferrante di Ruffano L et al. BMJ 2012;344:bmj.e686

“The principal way in which testing leads to changes in a patient’s health is 
through changes in clinical decision making and management, guided by 
these test results. The latter includes selecting, starting, stopping, or 
modifying treatment; ordering more tests; or watchful waiting.” [Bossuyt et 
al. Med Desic Making 2009]
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Change in physician’s decisions or behavior is an 
intermediate step for improvement in patient outcomes



Example: influenza RIDTs



Example: 
malaria 
RDTs









Impact on clinical decisions are 
important but not easy to study

 How doctors act on tests will be influenced/confounded by:
 Their practice environment (evidence-based/protocol-driven or not; public 

vs. private; HMO vs. not, developed vs. developing country, etc.)

 Even within a health system, MDs may vary in their behaviours for the same 
condition (“variation in practice quality”)

 How quickly test results get fed back to the doctors who need them
 POC tests should have a bigger impact on clinical decisions than regular tests

 Hard to study if a test is not approved for clinical use (will need to 
estimate hypothetical impact)





Impact on clinical decisions are 
important but not easy to study

 Study design options:
 Retrospective audits can be misleading – one can never quite tell if the 

change in management was definitely because of the test result – unless 
MDs explicitly recorded the rationale for the change (quality of medical 
records)

 Prospective studies are better but the study itself can potentially influence 
the MDs to alter their behaviours (“Hawthorne effect”)

 If empiricism is widespread, it is hard to tease out what role, if any, a test 
is playing

 Change in behaviour is only a “surrogate” for downstream patient 
outcomes:
 Behaviour might change, but outcomes may not!
 If we can directly measure outcomes, do we still need to study change in behaviors??





Some generic principles for this design

 Studies of patient management must provide a clear description of the role and position 
of a test in the clinical pathway; potential consequences of a positive and negative test 
result on patient management need to be pre-specified and the potential patient 
benefits of these management changes clearly stated. 

 A detailed description of the study design is crucial to understand how the authors 
attempted to minimise bias.

 Need to report information on how the data were collected for a study (actual 
management, dedicated case report forms or only assumed from charts?)

 Estimates of changes in management must be reported contingent on test results; 
otherwise it is not possible to conclude to what extent management changes are 
dependent on the test. 

 Patient management studies are easiest to interpret if it can be assumed that clinicians 
use all test information appropriately in a standard way, so that a change in patient 
management can be attributed to the test itself rather than to variations in behaviour. 

 If variations between clinicians are anticipated, for e.g. due to differences in preference 
or experience, these factors can also be measured to assist interpretation of the results. 

Staub et al. BMC Res Meth 2012
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